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Execution of higher cortical functions requires inhibitory control to restrain habitual responses and meet changing task demands. We
used functional magnetic resonance imaging to show the neural correlates of response inhibition during a stop-signal task. The task has
a frequent “go” stimulus to set up a pre-potent response tendency and a less frequent “stop” signal for subjects to withhold their response.
We contrasted brain activation between successful and failed inhibition for individual subjects and compared groups of subjects with
short and long stop-signal reaction times. The two groups of subjects did not differ in their inhibition failure rates or the extent of signal
monitoring, error monitoring, or task-associated frustration ratings. The results showed that short stop-signal reaction time or more
efficient response inhibition was associated with greater activation in the superior medial and precentral frontal cortices. Moreover,
activation of these inhibitory motor areas correlated negatively with stop-signal reaction time. These brain regions may represent the
neural substrata of response inhibition independent of other cognitive and affective functions.
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Introduction
The ability to suppress a pre-potent response is an important
executive control function. Response inhibition allows appropri-
ate responses to meet complicated task demands and adaptation
to changing environments. One of the most common measures
of response inhibition is the go/no-go or stop-signal task. In these
behavioral tasks, the dominant or more frequent stimulus con-
stitutes a go signal requiring the subjects to respond within a time
window and therefore sets up a pre-potent response tendency.
The other, less frequent no-go or stop signal instructs the subjects
to refrain from making the response. Previous studies have
shown that patients with a variety of psychiatric and neurological
conditions, including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,
have impaired response inhibition during such tasks (Aron and
Poldrack, 2005). The neural correlates of response inhibition are
thus relevant to the neuropathology of these disorders as well as
to cognitive functions more broadly.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been
widely used to examine response inhibition. Previous fMRI stud-

ies have compared brain activation during blocks of go and mixed
go/stop trials. Although such contrasts may reveal the activation
associated with response inhibition, they may also reflect differ-
ences associated with other cognitive and affective processes that
are unequally represented between these blocks. For instance, the
go block contains more motor responses, whereas the mixed go/
stop block contains higher task demand with greater signal and
performance monitoring, greater oddball attention effect, and
more emotional frustration because errors are made more fre-
quently. With these potential confounds, previous studies have
localized a wide array of brain regions including the prefrontal
and cingulate cortices, basal ganglia, and cerebellum, showing
greater activation in the mixed than in the go blocks (Menon et
al., 2001; Rubia et al., 2001). For instance, Menon et al. (2001)
found greater activation during the mixed go/no-go than the go
epochs in bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal, inferior frontal, pre-
motor, lingual, and inferior parietal gyri, bilateral caudate nuclei,
and the right anterior cingulate cortex. These regional activations
could reflect higher demand for working memory as well as at-
tentional and affective processes during mixed blocks, because
these blocks require more complicated sensorimotor mapping,
task switching, error monitoring (EM), and other post-response
processing. With go and stop trials intermixed, event-related
fMRI studies circumvented most of these confounding variables
(Konishi et al., 1998; Garavan et al., 1999; Liddle et al., 2001;
Durston et al., 2002). In particular, in a stop-signal task in which
the time interval between the stop and go signal tracked a sub-
ject’s performance, one could achieve successful inhibitions in
approximately one-half of the stop trials (Rubia et al., 2003,
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2005). By contrasting successful and unsuccessful inhibitions,
these investigators identified the right inferior frontal cortex
(IFC) as specifically mediating response inhibition. However, al-
though this contrast controlled for certain pre-response differ-
ences between successful and failed inhibition, it did not control
for differences in signal monitoring and post-response process-
ing. Successful performance in the stop-signal task requires sus-
tained attention and constant monitoring for the stop signal.
Lapses in attention or failures in monitoring cause inhibition
failures (e.g., when one responds to the go signal, assuming no
stop signal will follow). Therefore, by contrasting successful and
failed inhibition, one might simply be isolating activations re-
lated to such signal monitoring process. Moreover, compared
with inhibition successes, inhibition failures incur emotional
frustration and EM, which prompted adjustments in response
strategy. Such differences in cognitive and affective processes may
have contributed to the regional brain activations attributed pre-
viously to response inhibition.

The current study attempted to address these confounds by
proposing a new method to isolate the neural correlates of re-
sponse inhibition. We used a tracking stop-signal task and com-
puted the stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) as an index of the
response inhibition function for each individual subject (Logan,
1994). The SSRT estimated the time required for the stop signal
to be processed so a response could be withheld, according to a
horse race model. We assumed that a shorter SSRT would result
from greater activation of brain regions that mediated response
inhibition. Therefore, by contrasting groups of subjects with
short and long SSRTs, we could potentially isolate the neural
correlates of response inhibition. Importantly, by comparing
these two groups of subjects that showed no differences in their
inhibition failure rate, we can control the confounding effect of
signal monitoring. This contrast also allowed the evaluation of
post-response processes as covariates.

Materials and Methods
Subjects and behavioral task. Twenty-four adult healthy subjects (18
males and 6 females, 22– 42 years of age, all right-handed and using the
right hand to respond) were paid to participate in the study. All subjects
signed a written consent after details of the study were explained, in
accordance with institute guidelines and procedures approved by the
Yale Human Investigation Committee. We used a simple reaction time
(RT) task in this stop-signal paradigm. There were two trial types: “go”
and “stop.” A small dot appeared on the screen to engage attention and
eye fixation (although eye position was not monitored) at the beginning
of a go trial. After a randomized time interval (fore-period; between 1 and
5 s), the dot turned into a circle, which subtended �2° of visual angle.
The circle served as an imperative stimulus, and the subjects were in-
structed to quickly press a button at the go signal but not before. The
circle vanished at button press or after 1 s had elapsed, whichever came
first, and the trial terminated. A premature button press before the ap-
pearance of the circle also terminated the trial. Three quarters of all trials
were go trials. In a stop trial, an additional “X,” the stop signal, appeared
after the go signal. The subjects were told to withhold button press after
seeing the stop signal. Likewise, a trial terminated at button press or when
1 s had elapsed since the appearance of the stop signal. Clearly, it would
be easier for the subject to withhold the response if the stop signal ap-
peared immediately or early after the go signal, and the reverse applied if
the time interval between the stop and the go signals [or the stop-signal
delay (SSD)] was extended. The SSD started at 200 ms and varied from
one stop trial to the next according to a staircase procedure: if the subject
succeeded in withholding the response, the SSD increased by 64 ms;
conversely, if they failed, the SSD decreased by 64 ms. With the staircase
procedure, a “critical” SSD could be computed that represented the time
delay required for the subject to succeed in withholding a response in the

stop trials half of the time (Levitt, 1970). The SSRT was then estimated for
each individual subject by subtracting the critical SSD from the mean go
trial RT. The stop trials constituted the remaining one-quarter of the
trials. There was an intertrial interval of 2 s. Subjects were instructed to
respond to the go signal quickly while keeping in mind that a stop signal
could come up in a small number of trials. Before the fMRI study, each
subject had �20 practice trials outside the scanner. Each subject com-
pleted four 10 min runs of the task with the SSD updated manually across
runs. Depending on the actual stimulus timing (trial varied in fore-
period duration) and speed of response, the total number of trials varied
slightly across subjects in an experiment. With the staircase procedure,
we anticipated that the subjects would succeed in withholding their re-
sponse in �50% of the stop trials.

After they completed the third block of task, subjects were asked to rate
their frustration and stress level associated with the task on a Likert scale
from 1 to 10, with 10 being the most frustrating experience they have ever
had before. We also computed a behavioral index of EM. It is known that
in a RT task, the RT of a correct response is prolonged after an error,
compared with other correct responses, and this prolonged RT is thought
to reflect cognitive processes involved in EM (Rabbit, 1966). We thus
computed the RT difference between the go trials that followed an un-
successful inhibition and those that followed another go trial and termed
this RT difference an EM effect. Both frustration rating and EM effect
reflected post-response processing.

Imaging protocol. Conventional T1-weighted spin-echo sagittal ana-
tomical images were acquired for slice localization using a 3T scanner
(Trio; Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). Anatomical images of the func-
tional slice locations were next obtained with spin-echo imaging in the
axial plane parallel to the anterior and posterior commissure (AC–PC)
line with the following: repetition time (TR), 300 ms; echo time (TE), 2.5
ms; bandwidth, 300 Hz/pixel; flip angle, 60°; field of view, 220 � 220 mm;
matrix, 256 � 256; 32 slices with a slice thickness of 4 mm and no gap.
Functional blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signals were then ac-
quired with a single-shot gradient-echo echoplanar imaging (EPI) se-
quence. Thirty-two axial slices parallel to the AC–PC line covering the
entire brain were acquired with the following: TR, 2000 ms; TE, 25 ms;
bandwidth, 2004 Hz/pixel; flip angle, 85°; field of view, 220 � 220 mm;
matrix, 64 � 64; 32 slices with a slice thickness of 4 mm and no gap. Three
hundred images were acquired in each run for a total of four runs.

Data analysis and statistics. Data were analyzed with Statistical Para-
metric Mapping version 2 (Welcome Department of Imaging Neuro-
science, University College London, London, UK). Images from the first
five TRs at the beginning of each trial were discarded to enable the signal
to achieve steady-state equilibrium between radio-frequency pulsing and
relaxation. Images of each individual subject were first corrected for slice
timing and realigned (motion corrected). A mean functional image vol-
ume was constructed for each subject for each run from the realigned
image volumes. These mean images were normalized to a Montreal Neu-
rological Institute (MNI) EPI template with affine registration, followed
by nonlinear transformation (Friston et al., 1995a; Ashburner and Fris-
ton, 1999). The normalization parameters determined for the mean
functional volume were then applied to the corresponding functional
image volumes for each subject. Finally, images were smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel of 10 mm at full-width at half-maximum. The data were
high-pass filtered (1/128 Hz cutoff) to remove low-frequency signal
drifts.

Four types of trial outcomes were distinguished: successful go trial
(type 1), failed go trial (type 2), successful stop trial (type 3), and failed
stop trial (type 4). A statistical analytical design was constructed for each
individual subject, using the general linear model with the onsets of go
signal in each of these trial types convolved with a canonical hemody-
namic response function and with the temporal derivative of the canon-
ical hemodynamic response function and entered as regressors in the
model (Friston et al., 1995b). Because each successful go trial was asso-
ciated with a different RT, we entered a column of type 1 trial onset
parametrically modulated by its corresponding RT as a regressor in the
model. Likewise, because the stop (type 3 and type 4) trials came with
different SSDs, we entered columns of type 3 and type 4 trial onsets
parametrically modulated by SSDs in the model. Realignment parame-
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ters in all six dimensions were also entered in the model. Serial autocor-
relation caused by aliased cardiovascular and respiratory effects was cor-
rected by a first-degree autoregressive or AR(1) model. The general linear
model estimated the component of variance that could be explained by
each of the regressors.

In the first-level analysis, we constructed for each individual subject
one statistical contrast: successful minus failed stop trials. This contrast
allowed us to evaluate brain regions that were activated or deactivated
during successful stop trials compared with failed stop trials. The con or
contrast (difference in �) images of the first-level analysis were then used
for the second-level group statistics (random-effect analysis). Conver-
sion of the MNI to the Talairach coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988) was accomplished using a linear algorithm (Brett et al., 2002a)
(http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/Common/mnispace.shtml),
and Brodmann’s areas (BA) were identified using the Talairach Daemon
(Lancaster et al., 1997) (http://ric.uthscsa.edu/projects/talairachdaemon.

html). In region-of-interest (ROI) analysis, we used MarsBaR (Brett et al.,
2002b) (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) to derive for each individual sub-
ject the effect size of activity change in successful versus failed stop trials for
the ROIs. This difference in regional activation was then used to correlate
with SSRT, EM effect, and frustration ratings across subjects.

Results
We compared brain activations between successful and failed
stop trials for all individual subjects. The results from a one-
sample t test of all 24 subjects showed that, at a height threshold of
p � 0.05, corrected for false discovery rate (FDR) (Genovese et
al., 2002) and an extent threshold of 10 voxels, successful inhibi-
tion was associated with greater bihemispheric activation of mul-
tiple cortical areas (Fig. 1). These areas included the left middle
frontal gyrus, right inferior occipital gyrus, right inferior and
middle frontal gyri, a different cluster of right middle and supe-
rior frontal gyri, left inferior and middle frontal gyri, and right
cingulate gyrus. These areas are summarized in Table 1. Con-
versely, compared with successful inhibition, failed inhibition
was associated with greater activation in other brain areas includ-
ing the following (Fig. 2): the right and left lingual gyri, left pre-
central gyrus, left medial frontal gyrus, and left pulvinar. These
areas are summarized in Table 2.

To isolate the neural correlates associated with response inhi-
bition, we used a median split to compare those 12 subjects with
shorter SSRTs with the other 12 subjects with longer SSRTs
(mean � SD; 180 � 20 vs 249 � 22 ms; p � 0.0001; two-sample
t test). These two groups of subjects did not differ in their general
demographics including age (29.1 � 4.6 vs 29.0 � 3.8 years),
education (17.7 � 4.4 vs 18.0 � 2.2 years), and gender composi-
tion (each with 9 males and 3 females), in their task-related frus-
tration rating (mean rank, 12.25 vs 12.75; p � 0.86; Mann–Whit-
ney U test), or in their general performance (short SSRT vs long
SSRT): go trial RT, 600 � 104 versus 558 � 133 ms; go trial
success rate, 95.8 � 3.5 versus 96.6 � 3.2%; stop trial success rate,
51.5 � 1.8 versus 50.5 � 2.9% (all values are mean � SD; all p �
0.4). The comparison showed greater activation in the left supe-
rior frontal gyrus (x � �4, y � 32, z � 51, voxel Z � 4.91; BA 8)
and left precentral gyrus (x � �36, y � 8, z � 39, voxel Z � 4.05;
BA 9) at a threshold of p � 0.05, FDR corrected. As the threshold
was relaxed ( p � 0.001, uncorrected; extent, 10 voxels), addi-
tional activation was found in the left anterior cingulate gyrus
(x � �8, y � 35, z � 19, voxel Z � 3.46; BA 32). Figure 3
highlights these regional activations, and Table 3 summarizes
these areas. No brain regions showed greater activation in the
long compared with the short SSRT group at this statistical
threshold. However, the short SSRT group demonstrated a trend
in having greater EM than the long SSRT group (mean � SD;
49 � 33 vs 23 � 31 ms; p � 0.066; two-tailed, two-sample t test).
In other words, subjects in the short SSRT group appeared to
demonstrate greater adjustment in go trial RT after making an
error in a stop trial compared with the long SSRT group. To
account for this EM difference between groups, we compared
the short and long SSRT groups including EM as a covariate. The
results of this covariance analysis showed greater activation in
the same brain regions as the analysis without this covariate, and
again, no brain areas demonstrated more activation in the long
than in the short SSRT group. The brain regions showing greater
activation in the short SSRT group were as follows ( p � 0.001,
uncorrected; extent, 10 voxels): left superior frontal gyrus (x �
�4, y � 32, z � 51, voxel Z � 4.52, 51 voxels; BA 8), left precen-
tral gyrus (x � �36, y � 8, z � 35, voxel Z � 3.60, 22 voxels; BA
9), left medial frontal gyrus (x � �4, y � 59, z � 20, voxel Z �

Figure 1. Brain regions showing more activation in successful compared with failed inhibi-
tions. BOLD contrasts are superimposed on a T1 structural image in axial sections from z ��10
to z � 60. The adjacent sections are 5 mm apart. The color bar represents voxel T value. L, Left;
R, right.

Table 1. Brain regions more activated in successful compared with
failed inhibitions

Cluster size
(voxels)

Voxel Z
value

Talairach coordinates (mm)

Side Identified region and BAx y z

216 5.29 �32 20 47 L Middle frontal G, BA 8
24 5.25 27 �89 �8 R Inferior occipital G, BA 18
33 3.30 27 39 �9 R Inferior frontal G, BA 11

3.21 24 55 �1 R Middle frontal G, BA 10
135 4.23 34 12 50 R Middle frontal G, BA 6

3.23 17 51 38 R Superior frontal G, BA 8
41 4.17 �40 47 2 L Inferior frontal G, BA 10

4.06 �32 43 �9 L Middle frontal G, BA 11
27 3.91 3 �38 26 R Cingulate G, BA 31

Statistical threshold: p � 0.05, FDR corrected; extent, 10 voxels. G, Gyrus; L, left; R, right.
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3.49, 12 voxels; BA 10), and left anterior cingulate (x � �8, y �
39, z � 16, voxel Z � 3.42, 12 voxels; BA 32).

In ROI analysis, we defined two functional ROIs: one combin-
ing the superior frontal (x � �4, y � 32, z � 51, peak voxel Z �
4.91, 55 voxels; cluster p � 0.008) and precentral (x � �36, y �
8, z � 39, peak voxel Z � 4.05, 35 voxels; cluster p � 0.027)
clusters (see Discussion) and the other from the anterior cingu-
late cluster (x � �8, y � 35, z � 19, peak voxel Z � 3.46, 17
voxels; cluster p � 0.108), identified with a statistical threshold of
p � 0.001, uncorrected. We tested a more stringent hypothesis
that activation in these regions linearly correlated with SSRT.
Activation in the superior frontal/precentral cluster correlated
negatively with SSRT (Pearson r � �0.651; p � 0.0006) but not
with EM across all subjects (Fig. 4a,b). We also performed regres-
sion analysis separately for the superior frontal and precentral
cluster. The results showed that activation each in the superior
frontal and precentral cluster correlated negatively with SSRT
(Pearson r � �0.592, p � 0.003 and Pearson r � �0.646, p �
0.0007, respectively). In contrast, activation in the anterior cin-
gulate cluster did not correlate with either SSRT or EM (Fig.
4c,d). Neither ROI correlated with frustration ratings.

Discussion
Successful and failed inhibitions were associated with different
patterns of brain activation. These regional activations may re-
flect differences in attention during visual processing, signal
monitoring, decision making, response execution and post-
response processing. For instance, successful inhibition was asso-
ciated with greater activation in the retinotopically central visual
areas, whereas failed inhibition was associated with peripheral
visual areas. Previous imaging studies have shown that attention
modulates visual cortical activation and allocation of attention to
central vision can lead to concurrent deactivation of peripheral
visual cortices (Brefczynski and DeYoe, 1999; Smith et al., 2000;
Slotnick et al., 2003). The contrasting pattern of visual cortical
activation may thus reflect greater attention to the visual stimuli
during successful inhibitions compared with failed inhibitions.
Replicating previous work, failed compared with successful inhi-
bitions activated a medial frontal region (x � �1, y � 8, z � 42;
BA 32) that has been implicated in error detection and conflict
monitoring (Braver et al., 2001; Menon et al., 2001; Rubia et al.,
2003, 2005; Rushworth et al., 2004). Activation in this medial
frontal region may reflect greater performance monitoring after
failed inhibitions. Finally, the finding of greater activation in the
left motor cortex during unsuccessful inhibitions provided vali-
dating evidence for the current behavioral task, because all of our
subjects responded using their right hand. Together, these find-
ings indicated that simply contrasting successful and failed inhi-
bitions might not be sufficient for one to isolate the neural cor-
relates of response inhibition.

In the current study, subjects who were otherwise matched in
their general performance and post-response processes were
grouped into those with short and long SSRTs, to identify the
neural processes involved in response inhibition. The superior
and precentral frontal cortices showed greater activation during
successful inhibitions even after we accounted for emotional
frustration and EM. Thus, these structures mediated response
inhibition independent of signal monitoring and post-response
processing. Moreover, activation in these inhibitory motor areas
(IMAs) correlated linearly with SSRTs, suggesting that they were
directly involved in mediating response inhibition. Greater acti-
vation in the IMA leads to a shorter SSRT, which indicates more
efficient stop-signal processing. Interestingly, previous studies on

epilepsy patients undergoing surgery identified two brain areas
that, after electrical microstimulation, elicited inhibition of on-
going movements (Lüders, 1995). These “negative motor areas,”
including a medial frontal region that has been identified as a
presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA) and a lateral frontal
region located anterior to the face motor cortex, appeared to
correspond to the IMA identified in the current study (Ikeda et
al., 2000; Yazawa et al., 2000). The anterior cingulate also showed
greater activation in the short compared with the long SSRT
group, but only at a relaxed threshold. Activation in the anterior
cingulate did not correlate with SSRT, EM effect, or frustrating
rating, suggesting that this brain region probably plays a more
complicated role that would require additional studies to under-
stand (Bush et al., 2000; Rushworth et al., 2004). For instance,
although the IMA is directly involved in determining motor per-
formance, the anterior cingulate perhaps mediates higher-level
and perhaps cross-model inhibitory control that does not dictate

Figure 2. Brain regions showing more activation in failed compared with successful inhibi-
tions. BOLD contrasts are superimposed on a T1 structural image in axial sections from z ��10
to z � 60. The adjacent sections are 5 mm apart. The color bar represents voxel T value. L, Left;
R, right.

Table 2. Brain regions more activated in failed compared with
successful inhibitions

Cluster size
(voxels)

Voxel Z
value

Talairach coordinates (mm)

Side Identified region and BAx y z

617 6.07 20 �62 0 R Lingual G, BA 19
5.77 �11 �81 �1 L Lingual G, BA 18

38 5.05 �32 �15 45 L Precentral G, BA 4
91 4.87 �1 8 42 L Medial frontal G, BA 32

4.53 3 4 56 R Superior frontal G, BA 6
53 4.83 �8 �23 6 L Thalamus, pulvinar

3 4.10 �40 �3 7 L Insula, BA 13
4 4.02 �36 �30 16 L Superior temporal G, BA 29

Statistical threshold: p � 0.001, FDR corrected. G, Gyrus; R, right; L, left.
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moment-to-moment variation in such performance. One would
thus expect the anterior cingulate cortex to participate in a wide
variety of cognitive and affective tasks in which inhibitory control
assumes an integral position (Schall et al., 2002; Phillips et al.,
2003; Dalley et al., 2004; Isomura and Takada, 2004; Nieuwen-
huis et al., 2004; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004; Ochsner and Gross,
2005).

Previous studies using the stop-signal task have identified the
right IFC to be a key region in mediating response inhibition.
However, the exact locale of the activated IFC area varied from
one study to another (Konishi et al., 1998, 1999; Garavan et al.,
1999, 2001; Rubia et al., 2001, 2003, 2005; Watanabe et al., 2002;
Fassbender et al., 2004), including activation of the left IFC in
some studies (Rubia et al., 2001, 2005; Durston et al., 2002; Wa-
tanabe et al., 2002; Fassbender et al., 2004). In the current study,
we also observed activation of bilateral inferior and middle fron-
tal regions when successful and failed inhibitions were con-
trasted, but not when the two groups with different SSRTs were
contrasted. These results suggest that these middle and inferior
frontal regions may differ in post-response processes between

inhibition successes and failures. Indeed, the IFC has been impli-
cated in affective processing (Fulbright et al., 2001; Nomura et al.,
2003; Hennenlotter et al., 2005; Kuchinke et al., 2005; Wood et
al., 2005). For instance, the IFC is part of a neural circuitry in-
volved in perceiving and expressing pleasant facial affect (Hen-
nenlotter et al., 2005). The middle/inferior frontal cortices have
also been implicated in EM and feedback processing (O’Doherty
et al., 2001; Jimura et al., 2004; Kemmotsu et al., 2005; Paulus et
al., 2005). But perhaps most relevant to the current study is the
hypothesis that the IFC mediates outcome monitoring of behav-
ior (Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004). Related to this hypothesis, a
recent fMRI study showed greater activation in the IFC when
subjects had to select an externally guided response and monitor
its outcome compared with when they selected an instructed re-
sponse and had already known the outcome of their selection
(Walton et al., 2004). This finding is reminiscent of signal mon-
itoring during the stop-signal task, in which subjects prepare to
make a response instructed by the go signal while monitoring for
the stop signal, which essentially serves as the outcome by dictat-
ing whether a response is correct or not. With attention appro-
priately engaged in such monitoring processes, a subject would
be more likely to succeed in withholding a response after seeing
the stop signal. In contrast, one stands a greater chance of failed
inhibition when responding to the go signal, assuming that no
stop signal will follow (as if one has known the outcome). Greater
activation of the right middle and inferior frontal cortices observed
in these previous and the current studies may thus reflect greater
signal monitoring during successful than failed inhibition.

Although signal monitoring can explain the activation of the
IFC in these previous neuroimaging studies and the work of Aron
et al. (2003) found that patients with right inferior frontal lesions
were impaired in stop-signal inhibitions, a general attention
mechanism could also be at play in causing inhibitory control
deficits resulting from lesions in the IFC. For instance, previous
animal studies showed that monkeys with lesions confined to the
inferior frontal convexity perseverated in responding to a nonre-
warded tone in an auditory discrimination task (Iversen and

Figure 3. Brain regions showing greater activation in the short compared with long SSRT
group, rendered on a single-subject three-dimensional brain. The front (a), right (b), bottom
(c), back (d), left (e), and top (f ) of the brain are shown. The results were thresholded at p �
0.001, uncorrected and 10 voxels.

Figure 4. Activation of the IMAs demonstrated a significant negative correlation with stop-
signal processing time (SSPT; a), but not with EM (b), across all subjects. Activation in the
anterior cingulate (antCing) did not correlate with SSPT (c) or EM (d). Each data point represents
one subject.

Table 3. Brain regions more activated in short compared with long stop-signal
processing time group

Cluster size
(voxels)

Voxel Z
value

Talairach coordinates (mm)

Side Identified region and BAx y z

55 4.91 �4 32 51 L Superior frontal G, BA 8
35 4.05 �36 8 39 L Precentral G, BA 9
17 3.46 �8 35 19 L Anterior cingulate G, BA 32

Statistical threshold: p � 0.001, uncorrected; extent, 10 voxels. G, Gyrus; L, left.
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Mishkin, 1970, 1973). Such perseveration did not appear to result
from a deficit in sensory perception, because the animals were
intact at auditory sensory discrimination, or outcome monitor-
ing, because they were not impaired in object alternation learn-
ing. These results suggest that the function of the IFC may extend
beyond signal monitoring and mediate other aspects of attention
function such as detection of behaviorally relevant, salient stimuli
(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Yamasaki et al., 2002). Lesions of
the IFC could thus result in indiscriminating responses to unex-
pected sudden onsets that mimic behavioral perseveration, as
demonstrated by these monkeys in the go/nogo task (Iversen and
Mishkin, 1970). These considerations perhaps also highlight the
complementary roles of lesion and neuroimaging studies in elu-
cidating regional brain functions.

Electrophysiological studies in awake monkeys and humans
have long shown neural activities in the medial frontal and pre-
motor cortices during changes in motor plans and execution of
movement sequences (Amador and Fried, 2004; Leuthold and
Jentzsch, 2002; Shima et al., 1996; Wise and Mauritz, 1985).
These findings speak broadly to a role of the frontal cortex in the
temporal organization of motor sets and inhibitions (Fuster,
2002). By controlling for general task performance and post-
response processes, the current study identified the superior me-
dial frontal cortex as mediating response inhibition. Consistent
with the current results, a previous imaging study implicated
pre-SMA in mediating the motor inhibition required for volun-
tary muscle relaxation (Toma et al., 1999). Pre-SMA decreased
activity concurrent with activation of the primary motor cortex
before voluntary movements (Ball et al., 1999). Moreover, a re-
cent study using an oculomotor paradigm found greater activa-
tion in the rostral pre-SMA in trials requiring a change in motor
plan compared with those trials not requiring such a change
(Nachev et al., 2005). The authors suggested that the rostral pre-
SMA is distinctively involved in conflict control. Indeed, given
the ubiquity of inhibitory control in higher cortical functions,
activation of this superior medial frontal region should occur in a
myriad of cognitive tasks. By constructing appropriate contrasts
and ruling out cognitive and affective confounds, the current
study identified a more specific role for this superior medial fron-
tal brain area in response inhibition.
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